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You previously applied to this Board for an upgrade to your characterization of service and were 
denied on 26 June 2012.  Subsequently, you submitted two additional applications, and after a 
review of those applications, it was determined that they did not contain any new material 
evidence that was not previously considered by the Board and, therefore, administratively closed.  
 
You enlisted in the Navy and began a period of active duty on 23 May 1983.  On 16 April 1986, 
you received non-judicial punishment (NJP) for unauthorized absence (UA) totaling 48 days.  On 
18 February 1987, you were convicted by a special court-martial (SPCM) of UA totaling 245 
days.  As punishment, you were sentenced to confinement, reduction in rank, forfeiture of pay, 
and a Bad Conduct Discharge (BCD).  The BCD was subsequently approved at all levels of 
review and, on 12 November 1987, you were discharged. 
 
The Board carefully considered all potentially mitigating factors to determine whether the 
interests of justice warrant relief in your case in accordance with the Wilkie Memo.  These 
included, but were not limited to, your supporting documentation, your desire to upgrade your 
discharge character of service, and contentions that your lawyer lied to you by stating to you that 
your discharge was going to be upgraded, that you were concerned about your family members,  
that you felt you were under a lot of pressure and decided not to return to the Navy from your 
leave period, and that you were young and did not know how to handle everything at that time.  
For purposes of clemency consideration, the Board noted you provided supporting 
documentation describing post-service accomplishments and advocacy letters.  
 
As part of the Board’s review, a qualified mental health professional reviewed your request and 
provided the Board with an AO on 3 May 2022.  The AO stated in pertinent part: 
 

There is no evidence that he was diagnosed with a mental health condition in 
military service. Throughout his disciplinary processing, there were no concerns 
raised of a mental health condition that would have warranted a referral for 
evaluation.  Unfortunately, the Petitioner has provided no medical records in 
support of his claims.  The statements available in the record are not sufficiently 
detailed to establish a clinical diagnosis or provide a nexus with his misconduct. 
Additional records (e.g., mental health records describing the Petitioner’s 
diagnosis, symptoms, and their specific link to his misconduct) would aid in 
rendering an alternate opinion. 
 

The AO concluded, “[b]ased on the available evidence, it is my clinical opinion that there is 
insufficient evidence of a mental health condition that may be attributed to military service. 
There is insufficient evidence that his misconduct may be attributed to a mental health 
condition.”  
 
Based upon this review, the Board concluded that your potentially mitigating factors were 
insufficient to warrant relief.  Specifically, the Board determined your misconduct as evidenced 
by your NJP and SPCM conviction, outweighed these mitigating factors.  In making this finding, 






